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Introduction
When leading beer company Heineken decided in 2007 to create a marketing
campaign that would “energize its brand among Puerto Rican youth,” it recognized
that 30-second TV spots and other forms of traditional media would not be the most
effective means of reaching its target audience.1 Instead, the company seized upon
the architecture of the online world to build a powerful, interactive “virtual universe”
named Heineken City. Working
with ad firm JWT, Heineken
launched the campaign with a
“teaser blitz” of promotional
materials designed to mimic a
“real world” luxury residential
development. But when
consumers sought further
information they learned that the
new building complex was really
an online “interactive residence.”
The price to acquire a piece of this
property wasn’t cash—it was
attention, time, and engagement
with the brand. The size of one’s apartment, as well as the online storage capacity for
personal use, depended on points—called “heikens”—earned by playing Heineken
branded games on the site or on Facebook.2
Reflecting the growing integration of online and offline media, and the melding of our
so-called real-life and digital experiences, the campaign enabled “qualified buyers” to
receive “genuine welcome kits” via direct mail, including “keys” to their “apartments”
that also served as bottle openers. Heineken City residents inhabited an immersive
“world of Heineken,” where they could visit virtual jazz and rock music clubs via
Rhythm Boulevard, which buzzed with pulsating sounds and digital logos of the brand.
Lucky game winners were given free email service, using a Heineken domain—
@heicity.com. Users who sent a weekly email to the brand could earn “VIP” status to
attend parties and special events. As JWT executives explained to Advertising Age,
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the award-winning campaign generated “10,000 loyal Heineken drinkers but most
importantly 10,000 people sending and receiving e-mails with our brand each day.”3
Campaigns like this one are transforming the nature of advertising in the digital age.
Today, alcohol brands (like other major advertisers) are promoting their products
across a wide spectrum of new platforms—from social networks to mobile phones to
immersive, virtual communities. This marriage of communications and commerce
has benefited from a “perfect storm” of converging developments: the rise of a global
generation of Internet-savvy users; the growing capability to access online content at
any hour, especially through mobile devices; powerful new digital marketing platforms
such as Facebook, Google, and YouTube; and the growing sophistication and power
of both online advertising techniques and the companies that offer them. Youth are at
the center of the growing digital marketplace. They are especially enthusiastic
participants in online social networks such as MySpace and Facebook, which are
among the fastest-growing platforms.4 Seventy-three percent of online youth between
the ages of 12 and 17 use social networking sites.5 “By age 10, roughly half of
children own a mobile phone…. By age 12, fully three-fourths of all children have their
own mobile phone.”6 Moreover, these technologies give young people unprecedented
freedom to develop entire lives beyond parental monitoring or control.
Like other alcohol companies, Heineken subscribes to a self-regulatory code of
ethics that includes provisions for limiting exposure to marketing messages by
underage youth. The Beer Institute’s “Advertising and Marketing Code” stipulates that
alcohol company websites must require disclosures of a user’s birth date at the
entrance to their websites, as well as on other “adult-oriented sections” within their
sites.7 Visitors to the website for Heineken City must first provide this information
online before entering the “gated community” though a simple math calculation
enables anyone under 18 (the legal drinking age in Puerto Rico) to circumvent this
barrier. Age verification is one of the principal methods for shielding under-age youth
from alcohol advertising in the online media.8 But in the new digital environment, such
mechanisms are not only inadequate but increasingly irrelevant. Marketing is now
fully integrated into daily communications and social relationships, not cordoned off in
a special category of “advertising.” Digital marketers are able to draw from an
arsenal of powerful tools designed to tap deeply into one’s social relationships, and to
encourage consumers to play a proactive role promoting the product (and even help
create the advertising).9 Most important, and least well known or understood, is how
marketers’ attention is now focused on collecting consumer data that can be used to
target advertising more precisely than ever before.10
This report surveys some of the major features of the contemporary marketing
landscape and their connection to the promotion of alcoholic beverages. One of its
goals is to alert stakeholders to some of the emerging practices that demand greater
scrutiny. Many of these new interactive techniques may well fly under the radar of
policy makers, parents, and public health professionals. If we are to develop timely
and appropriate strategies to address concerns about underage drinking—and the
use of alcoholic products by society generally—it is critically important that we
understand the dimensions and implications of the new marketing paradigm.
In the following pages, we will first discuss key concepts and practices that are
guiding the growth of interactive marketing, and then examine four major distribution
platforms—social media, online video, mobile networks, and immersive virtual reality
sites—with examples of the ways alcohol marketers are using these platforms to
spread their message.
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A High-definition Media
and Marketing Ecosystem
Major advertisers have coined the phrase “high-definition media and marketing
ecosystem” to describe the new media landscape, where consumers are
continuously targeted and wooed both online and in the “real” world.11 Digital
marketing is becoming a critically important financial resource for the online
industry—with expenditures of almost $23 billion in 2009 for the U.S. alone.12 Even in
the current economic downturn, experts agree that digital advertising will play a more
prominent role in the years ahead, outpacing newspapers, broadcast and cable TV.13
It is also becoming the most cost-efficient method of reaching and influencing today’s
young people and the next generation of consumers.
Across the globe, leading online marketing companies, such as Google and
Microsoft, are working with major advertisers, including alcohol companies, to help
them harness the power of digital advertising services. In today’s digital marketing
system, advertising, editorial content, audience measurement, and content delivery
have become intertwined.14 Among the features that define this new paradigm are
three that stand out: engagement, targeted advertising, and a comprehensive, “360
degree strategy” for reaching consumers across the media landscape.
Engagement
One of the fundamental concepts guiding the growth of
interactive marketing is engagement, which market
researchers define as “a subtle, subconscious process
in which consumers begin to combine the ad’s
messages with their own associations, symbols and
metaphors to make the brand more personally
relevant.”15 The goal is not simply to expose consumers
to a particular product or service, but to create an
environment in which they are actually interacting with
the brand, “befriending” the product, and integrating it
into their personal and social relationships. Engagement
also involves generating subconscious associations
with brands. The Advertising Research Foundation
(whose members include alcohol companies such as
Anheuser-Busch, E&J Gallo Winery, Miller Brewing, Heineken, as well as the ad
agencies and private research firms that work with alcoholic beverage companies) is
developing methods for fostering and measuring such engagement, seeking a better
understanding of “the level of involvement, interaction, intimacy and influence a
customer has for or with a brand over time.”16 Alcohol marketers ensure engagement
online when they incorporate content the “target audience will want to spend time
with,” explains a Molson Coors Brewing Company marketing executive.17 Brands
such as Absolut, Miller, and Guinness work with digital marketing “branded page
development and management” specialists, who help create marketing-connected
environments that promote products in many ways, such as “discussion boards, polls
and quizzes, videos, photos, links to offsite promotions, and custom developed
applications.”18
Increasingly, marketers are employing such techniques as functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), eye-tracking studies, galvanic skin response, and
electroencephalography (EEG) to hone their engagement strategies for digital
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marketing. These efforts draw from the growing field of neuromarketing, which is
focused on identifying how “specific patterns of brain activation predict purchasing,”
the potential “shopping centers in the brain,” and the neurological basis of
purchasing.19 Advertising campaigns are increasingly being assessed not only for
exposure, but also for engagement. Many digital ad agencies, moreover, are now
being compensated only if they have delivered “relevant, meaningful interactions”
between customers and the brand, which can be documented through such
measurable online behaviors as entering information, writing reviews, voting, sharing,
or playing with “brand-focused content.”20
Data Collection and Behavioral Targeting
Behavioral targeting enables companies to develop
unique, long-term relationships with individual customers.
Through ongoing data collection and tracking, marketers
can create personalized marketing and sales appeals
based on a customer’s unique preferences, behaviors, and
psychological profile.21 ID Society, which worked with
Diageo brands (Baileys, Captain Morgan, Crown Royal,
and Johnnie Walker), as well as with Chivas Regal and
Martell, helped its clients create Web campaigns that can
identify who their “best customers are and how much they
spend on the brand.”22 As Jon Winsell, director, strategic
services for ID Society, explained,
We need to assess how often they buy the product
and for how many years. For example, a loyal fan may
buy 4 bottles of Brand X per year for 5 years. If this is a
$40 product, a single customer (or email address!) is
worth $800. The Holy Grail, in digital strategy, is
getting new customers into your loyalty program. A
loyalty program will identify your best consumers and
keep them close to the brand. Building an online
database of 25,000 consumers, for example, will
yield a $20 million asset.23
Many campaigns are designed to encourage users to
provide personal data, such as mobile phone numbers,
email addresses, and personal preferences. For example,
Special Ops Media—working for Proximo’s 1800
Tequila—developed a site for the brand’s campaign and contest inviting artists and
others to “design” their own bottle. When users upload their design, there are
opportunities for the brand to collect contact information. The site had “more than
10,000 bottle uploads in the first two months,” and 100,000 unique visitors. The
brand’s “database contact list grew by 100%.”24
360-degree Strategy
One of the core features of contemporary marketing, the 360-degree strategy, aims
to reach viewers and users repeatedly, wherever they are across the media
landscape, both online and off. Marketers design their campaigns to take advantage
of people’s constant connectivity to technology, their multi-tasking behaviors, and the
fluidity of their media experiences. The growth of residential broadband use, the
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emergence of the “mobile Web” and wireless networks, and services such as instant
messaging and texting have created an “always-on” media experience. Major media
companies are now offering “cross-platform” marketing opportunities, where, in a
single buy, advertisers can target customers across a company’s media properties,
online and off. Internet-enabled cell phones are fueling the dramatic growth of new
services, including mobile video and mobile social networks, many of them
advertising-based. Alcohol companies have incorporated the 360 strategy into many
of their campaigns. For example, Smirnoff conducted “a cross-digital and offline
treasure hunt” in Australia, part of “The Smirnoff Secret Experience Party 2008”
campaign. In order to gain admission to what was billed as “the biggest free party” in
the country, one had to find tickets that had been placed “in the real world across
Australia.” Clues were placed on an “underground blog,” mobile sites, Facebook,
YouTube, and other online locations; a “GPS ticket tracker” was switched on
periodically, with alerts sent out to help drive contestants’ involvement with the
campaign.25

Distribution
Platforms
Variations on the themes of consumer engagement, data collection, behavioral
targeting, and the “always-on” 360-degree strategy play out on four of the latest
platforms that shape today’s digital marketplace: 1) social media; 2) online video; 3)
mobile networks; and 4) immersive/virtual reality. As we will show in the following
pages, alcohol companies are in the forefront of new strategies and techniques
designed to harness the power of these platforms.
Social Media
The dramatic growth and popularity of social networks such as Facebook, MySpace,
and others have already transformed the media landscape. Facebook users spent an
average of five hours and 12 minutes on the site in July 2009, a dramatic increase
from an average of 90 minutes the previous year.26 On such social media pages,
young people create detailed personal profiles, chat or instant message (IM) with
their friends, post updates about their “status,” upload pictures, play games alone
and with others online, send private messages, post video, and link to other online
sites. Not surprisingly, there is increasing interest by marketers in leveraging the viral
marketing capabilities of social networks, so that individual consumers actively
promote a brand and “displace the marketer as the source of the messaging.”27 As
one marketer put it, “engagement opportunities of social media are deeper than
those of traditional mass media and …the power of social amplification is also much
stronger.”28 Ad spending on social media is predicted to grow from around $2 billion
in 2008 to $3.49 billion by 2013.29
A new generation of companies specializing in social media marketing has emerged
in the last several years, promising to assist brands in harnessing the power of these
new platforms as marketing tools. Digital marketer Razorfish has trademarked the
term social influence marketing, which describes the process of “employing social
media and social influencers to achieve the marketing and business needs of an
organization.”30 Conversations about brands, products and services are increasingly
woven into the interactions among users of social networks, and these conversations
can have great influence, even when people are not consciously asking for brand
opinions. Marketing messages can be quickly disseminated by digital technology to
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networks of friends and acquaintances. When they are forwarded to other recipients
within the larger ecology of social networks, their ability to persuade is heightened still
further, amplified by what amounts to a new form of social endorsement. Social
media monitoring companies enable advertisers to closely follow—and help shape—
what consumers are saying about products. A July 2009 Universal McCann (UM)
study explains, “every element of digital media is becoming socialized, providing
marketers with new ways to engage a target audience like never before.”31 New
measurement tools now permit fine-tune monitoring of a social ad’s impact.32
Because members of social networks supply so much information about themselves
as part of their profiles, advertisers (including alcohol companies) can target
individuals with a great deal of precision. MySpace explains to prospective advertisers
that “the freely expressed data in a user’s profile offers marketers more authentic,
powerful, and direct targeting….”33 In its 2008 media kit, both “smoker” and “drinker”
were among the targeting categories offered by MySpace. In 2009, if a marketer
wanted to target an ad for alcohol-related products on MySpace, the social network
could distribute the ad to 607,000 members interested in beer and 1.67 million who
have identified themselves with the “drinking” category.34
Molson is typical of alcohol beverage companies in its effort to use “social media to
humanize their brand [and] connect with their fans and customers…,” so it can be the
“go-to brewer.”35 As Molson’s social media monitoring company radian6 explains,
“They recognized that more and more of their audience were gravitating toward online
sites and tools to communicate, both in terms of sharing experiences and
communicating with companies—and each other. Molson saw first hand how social
media was starting to shift consumer expectations from companies online.” The
brewer explained that social media helped them “get closer to our drinkers….”36
Alcohol brands increasingly rely on the expertise of social media marketing
specialists. For example, Vitrue—whose motto is “we make brands social”—offers
what it calls a “Social Relationship Management Suite” to help advertisers “fully
customize and format their wall posts, including images, branded URLs and additional
content blocks. The inclusion of video and audio posts that play within the fan’s news
feed offer an effective way for a brand to use multimedia content while driving direct
response traffic to their site or Facebook applications… [and it] delivers real-time, rich
analytics to monitor brand communication.” Among Vitrue’s clients are AnheuserBusch, Captain Morgan, Miller Lite, Diageo, and Bud Light.37 Beam Global Spirits
and Wine, similarly, has a “team of agencies who work on social media,” and has
used marketing strategies such as “Facebook applications, widgets, Twitter, viral
videos and blogger outreach.”38
Social media marketing has spawned a host of techniques and software applications
that take advantage of the unique properties of these popular platforms. Polls, virtual
gifts, free samples, and contests can be quickly created with a goal of “viral sharing”
across Facebook and other social sites, and be tracked in real-time.39 The following
are only a few of the many ways that alcohol brands are utilizing social networks:
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•

Online social games are a growing popular pastime on Facebook and other
sites (with approximately 30 million
Facebook users playing such games
monthly). Coors worked with a social
gaming company as a sponsor of its
WaterCooler’s Fantasy Football 2009.
In addition to WaterCooler’s core
demographic of gamers, including
college sports fans, the new game is
able to “proactively” connect to a
user’s network of Facebook friends.
WaterCooler explained the “social
interaction” features of its new
“fantasy experience,” including the
ability to celebrate “wins by posting
game scores to profile; Taunting
friends/opponents by posting game
scores to their profile or talking smack
to other teams; Taking trivia [tests]
and inviting friends to participate in
polls and discussion.”40

•

Brands such as Beck’s have
developed their own blogs featuring
“exciting articles that are interesting,
funny, unique and that encapsulate
our point of view of being ‘Different by
Choice.’”41 Beck’s “The Daily
Different” uses a comedian as its
“content curator,” and users can
follow it on Twitter, subscribing to its
feed, and view its YouTube channel or access its Facebook page. As part of
its social media initiative, Beck’s also has its own Wikipedia entry (which is
important to be visible when users conduct an online search).42

•

When Bud Lime was introduced
in the U.S., some Canadians
interested in the product created
five distinct Facebook groups
asking for the product to be
introduced there. Bud Lime’s
distributor tracked down 100
members of these groups,
sending them product
“ambassador kits.” This was part
of a well-organized rich-media
blitz that included a social media
contest, YouTube microsite, and
a “flashmob” event promoted by
the ad agency.43 (Flashmobs are created when people are quickly mobilized,
usually via an online or mobile alert, to take some action or attend an event.)
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•

Widgets are small, downloadable
applications, also called “app
vertisements” for their ability to
integrate advertising into online
tools and games. These new digital
gadgets are being used to help
draw users into a beer or spirit
brand. Ciroc Vodka’s widget
enables online users to view a video
by the brand’s co-owner, Sean “Puff
Daddy” Combs (who partners with
beverage-maker Diageo) and also
obtain drink recipes.44 Jim Beam
has made extensive use of widgets,
including “a dynamic screensaver
for Kid Rock and Red Stag by Jim Beam™… [and an] iGoogle Gadget for
Knob Creek®.”45 Bacardi also targeted Facebook users with a Bacardi
Mojito Party widget. Developed as an entertaining application and game, the
widget featured a Mojito Cocktail Calculator and “become a bartender”
game. Over 100,000 “adult Facebook members” installed the Bacardi
widget in the first week of its release.46

•

LivingSocial.com enables its users to “Review and rate your favorite beers
and publish them to your friends; Find beers that are popular among your
friends; Easily manage your collection of beers.”47 The site recently acquired
BuyYourFriendaDrink.com, where one can buy gift certificates for drinks. But
it also hopes to work with the alcoholic beverage industry directly.
LivingSocial’s CEO explained that the site could “also be used for marketers
in the beer, wine and spirits industries looking for a different product
sampling option than sending out liquor reps to bars. A brand could hold an
event at a bar and send out invitations and promotional codes online.”48

Online Video
Viewing video online is now a regular routine for almost 117 million Americans, who
spend more time with such content than is currently spent on blogs and social
networking sites. It is a particularly popular pastime for young people, with 82 percent
of older teens routinely sharing their favorite videos through social networks, email,
and instant messaging.49 Ad spending on online video is expected to reach $4.6
billion in 2013, more than seven times what it was in 2008. The growing role of
advertising will help transform the online video medium itself, with long-form content
earning most of the ad revenues.50 YouTube, with 104 million viewers as of August
2009, calls itself the “#1 Entertainment site on the web,” with users spending an
average of more than two-and-a-half hours on the site every month. YouTube has
developed an array of services designed to help brands (and others) boost their
visibility on the site. Already the second-largest search engine (trailing only Google, its
parent company), YouTube enables advertisers to purchase keywords that will
“trigger your video promotion.” One outcome, the online video site suggests, is that
marketers will be able to “drive community engagement,” through a variety of userinitiated “comments, ratings, and sharing.”51
The ease with which users can embed YouTube videos on their profile pages in social
media sites like Facebook or forward them to friends is what allows a popular video to
go “viral.” Marketers seek this phenomenon because then users themselves become
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the “brand ambassadors,” and the ad—in the form of a viral video—is more likely to be
well received, with more exposures, all at a very low cost to the marketer. Alcohol
beverage companies are among those taking advantage of this new advertising
platform:
•

Absolut created a series of viral videos featuring American comedians that
was designed to target the “online comedy community.” The campaign was
said to have “gained tons of credibility” for the brand and “established
ABSOLUT as a presence in the online comedy world.”52 It generated
significant viewership (1,483,527) on YouTube, as well as on MySpace and
funnyordie.com.53
•

Smirnoff promoted its Raw Tea with a viral
YouTube “Tea Partay” video, which appeared to be
a music video spoof featuring preppy rich young
adults rapping. When the video was put up on the
video sharing site in 2006, it was viewed
600,000 times in just ten days and garnered
attention on CNN.54 As of September 30, 2009,
the video had just over 5 million views.55

•

A Budweiser commercial featuring two individuals
skinny dipping while a crowd of underwater party
goers secretly watches is available for viewing on
YouTube under the title “Banned Super Bowl
2007 Bud Commercial.” Typical of such ads,
which would never be permitted on mainstream
TV, the Budweiser video has been viewed nearly 9
million times. 56

•

For its Icehouse brand, Miller Brewing and its
digital marketer created Brewtron, “a fun-loving
robot that stars in videos online,” designed to
“reach young male drinkers.”57 Brewtron was
featured in viral videos created by Maxim.com and
seeded on video-sharing sites. The Brewtron video
campaign also was featured on YouTube and a
Maxim.com microsite
(www.maxim.com/icehouse). And typical of such
campaigns, the ad remains available on YouTube
and other online video sites.58

• Using online entertainment, including videos
and music, to advance its marketing directed at younger consumers, “Uncovered
presented by Southern Comfort” is a video series running on Playboy.com, featuring
well-known musicians who discuss and play their songs. Southern Comfort is
aggressively promoting itself by sponsoring online programming offered by NBC, CBS,
and Fox, including “Saturday Night Live.” It is also working with online video site Hulu,
where viewers can select which Southern Comfort ad to view.59
Mobile Phones
The introduction of the iPhone and the ability to add an array of mobile applications
have significantly added to the arsenal of marketing techniques. Mobile marketing will
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be a critically important venue in the years to come, and is already playing a role in
targeted advertising. With the proliferation of mobile devices among youth, and
especially within multicultural groups, advertisers have aggressively seized on this
new tool.60 Mobile ad revenues are expected to skyrocket by 2013 to $3.1 billion,
compared to $160 million in 2008.61 Both African-American and Hispanic youth are
in the forefront of using mobile services to access content—and are considered an
important target market by advertisers.62 Advertising on mobile devices will be
especially powerful, since it will be able to target users by combining both behavioral
and location data.63 Mobile advertising will increasingly rely on interactive video and
become firmly embedded in “mobile social networks.” Among the mobile campaigns
for alcohol brands and products are the following:
•

Jim Beam has developed mobile Web sites for its various brands. It uses
“2D” (Mobile two-dimensional barcode) technology that allows mobile
marketing campaigns to be triggered through print advertising via cell phone
cameras. The 2D barcodes can trigger an ad, coupon or other message sent
to a mobile device or personal computer.64

•

Malibu rum’s free iPhone game “Get Your Island On”
explains that you can “Bowl in a rum shack. Bowl on the
beach. Bowl in an underground cave or inside an aquarium.
We’ve taken the Malibu Bottles off the bar, and made them
part of the game…. The controls are simple. Enter your age
(tell the truth!), decide where you want to play, if you want to
play alone or with a friend, just grab yourself a ball…. You can
turn up the volume, and if you like the music, you can
download the ring tones at Malibu-rum.com. When you bowl
with Malibu® Rum the lanes are always smooth, and the
cocktails are always tasty!”65

•

Budweiser created an “Ale
Finder” that “shows you the
nearest pubs, bars and
restaurants with Bud
American Ale on tap, as
well as the closest retail
outlets where you can pick
up a six-pack.”66
Budweiser’s digital ad
agency that created the
application explained that it
designed an online
application whose goal was
to “drive people offline.”67

•

Absolut’s Drinkspiration GPS-enabled application for the iPhone is designed
to “help you order or recommend a cocktail to match the moment’s mood,
weather, color, time, location, bar vibe and more. An interactive encyclopedia
that lets you hook-in to up-to-the-minute global drink trends, and then share
what you want via Twitter and Facebook.”68 The app tells users they can
“Just scroll through, select your categories, and Drinkspiration will zero-in on
the perfect drink. The choice made, you can easily share it, create top lists
and tip off your friends via Facebook and Twitter.”69 Drinkspiration includes a
feature that connects to your Facebook account, enabling you to “share your
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drinks with friends. The drinks you are having will be displayed in your status
updates or on your wall.”70
Immersive Environments
State-of-the-art animation, high-definition video, and other multi-media
applications are spawning a new generation of immersive environments,
including interactive games and three-dimensional virtual worlds. Using “dynamic
product placement,” ads can be incorporated into a game’s storyline, and
programmed to respond to a player’s actions in real time, changing, adding, or
updating messages to tailor their appeal to that particular individual.71 Through
“rich media,” the ads themselves are becoming increasingly immersive.
Rich-media advertising offers marketers a state-of-the-art digital service that can
trigger a variety of “interactions” or “call to actions,” with banners, videos, mouseactivated “buttons,” instant messaging, email, and other forms of interactive ad tools.
Such advertising can “reveal precisely how consumers interact” with a brand, and
studies have shown that rich-media ads can “boost key marketing metrics such as
brand awareness and purchase intent.”72 Rich-media ads are also designed to
encourage the collection of information from users, through quizzes, polls and
surveys. In rich media, micro-level user data can be collected and analyzed, to help
determine, for example, “Clicks, Mouseovers, Hotspots, Flyouts, Actions per Location
or Section, Interaction Rate, and Site Entry and Exit by Location.”73
Alcoholic beverage companies are in the forefront of using these tools, as a richmedia technology ad company recently explained: “…few industries have leveraged
the tool to integrate themselves with the very public sports/events sector as the beer
industry has.”74 Examples of the alcohol industry’s use of immersive media include
the following:
•

Captain Morgan’s “Pose Off” campaign was praised for “pushing the envelope
with online ad” rich media, featuring “everything from a virtual spokesperson to
numerous videos of ‘The Girls Next Door’ stars offering tips on how to mimic the
famed Captain Morgan pose in a workout video format.”75

•

Bud Light became a sponsor in ESPN’s “Zoom” casual games platform
available online and as part of a “free app” for mobile phones. Zoom offers an
array of games, including Air Hockey, Craps , Vector Runner, Ping Pong, Day
Drive, Trick Hoops Challenge, Speed Back, and Club 300 Bowling, which are
integrated with multiple forms of digital advertising.

•

For “Bud Light Port Paradise Sweepstakes,” potential entrants have to “Visit
www.budlightportparadise.com during the Sweepstakes Period, and follow the
online instructions to complete and submit an online entry. (b) Text Message:
Use your SMS-enabled mobile phone to text “CRUISE” to shortcode 23377
(BEERS) and you will be automatically entered into the Sweepstakes.
Participants must have a mobile phone with text messaging capabilities….”76

•

In 2007, Anheuser-Busch brought its “Budweiser Select and Stuff Magazine’s
Lingerie Model Search” to Second Life, which featured an MTV celebrity avatar
(an online alter-ego created by site visitors or, in this case, the site sponsor) as a
judge. In a marketing effort that reflects both the growing role of multiple
platforms and the blurring of on- and offline realities, the contest was held at both
the “hottest night spots across the US” and the “Select Lounge” in Second
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Life.77 The events were also available as
streaming video on the
budweiserselect.com site. A video of the
“model search” featuring Second Life
avatars and real people was placed on
YouTube. 78
Research conducted by Millions of Us (the
technology company responsible for the virtual
campaigns of Diageo, Anheuser-Busch, and
other marketers) suggests that virtual
marketing is a very powerful medium of
persuasion. As the company reports, “It grants
unprecedented depth of engagement with consumers…. It taps into an audience that
is difficult to reach via other channels [and] …Virtual merchandizing resonates with
youth—and can be very cost-effective. Virtual items and other digital assets resonate
with Gen Y consumers far more than with older (physical-media-loving)
consumers….”79
The various advertising techniques and technologies discussed in this paper do not
operate in isolation, of course. More often than not, in fact, advertisers employ a range
of approaches, drawing on new media and old to drive home their message. And
especially within the new media, where contextual and commercial boundaries are
highly permeable, many of the techniques (e.g., engagement, targeted advertising,
and the 360-degree strategy) and platforms (e.g., social media, online video, mobile
networks, and immersive media) discussed above come into play simultaneously.
Buddy Media, for example, is one of a growing number of companies that specialize in
such multi-faceted, cross-platform approaches, developing social media applications
for clients that include Budweiser and Bacardi. At the core of Buddy Media’s
business model is the quest to harness the ability of social media to foster deep user
interest—”from teens to seniors”—in specific brands.80 In a presentation the company
explained that marketers could “Buy Engagement [and] Earn Loyalty,” through its
social media marketing system. The result is “social brand loyalty—the intense
adoption of, commitment to and interaction with a brand within a social network.”
Buddy Media explained that Budweiser “was an early adopter of social media
advertising, garnering hundreds of thousands of social brand advocates with the
release of Check Your Dudeness on Facebook in the spring of 2008.” Budweiser’s
goal for the campaign was to “drive widespread adoption of an application that would
spread Bud Light digital assets across a wide swath of Facebook users.”81 Buddy
Media was hired to “build a viral Facebook app-vertisement to promote the Bud Light
brand to Facebook users of legal drinking age.” The “virtual gifting technology” used
by Bud Light was designed to “leverage all social integration points so that when
users send a Bud Light gift, all of their friends hear about it through Newsfeed and
Profile posts.”82 According to Buddy Media, “The new ‘Fan Page’ gave the application
permanent real estate in a place where Bud Light brand advocates could send gifts,
watch videos, or discuss their favorite beer—with all social gestures promoted
through the Facebook Newsfeed. This strategy created a virtual ‘blitz’ of
comprehensive messaging that continues to spread across the social graph.”83
Buddy Media designed these campaigns with “age-gating” features tied to the date of
birth in a users Facebook profile.
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Bud Light used also Buddy Media to help it create an online
extension of its “Decode the Dude” television commercial,
through “a photo quiz” application developed to “calculate each
user’s ‘Dudeness.’ It was designed to help drive “social brand
loyalty by spurring intense user interaction,” by allowing users
“compare and share their “Dudeness with friends.”84 This
purposefully designed viral campaign was said to help “drive
hundreds of thousands of application installs within a six week
time period. Buddy Media over-delivered on this goal by 120%, all
within 3 weeks.” (The campaign also had an international
impact, leading to its “rapid dispersal across the social graph in
over 200 countries worldwide.”)85 In its efforts to engage the
users it targeted through Facebook’s social graph, Buddy Media
used video and game applications that spread virally through the
Facebook community in the U.S. and abroad.
Target Marketing
to African Americans and Latinos
An increasing number of online services now target Hispanics and African
Americans. In fact, it has been shown that youth of color consume more media,
including digital media, than white youth, giving alcohol marketers greater opportunity
to target these groups.86 Examples include:
•

Ciroc vodka engaged Sean “Diddy”
Combs, a popular African American rap
artist, to star in videos advertising the
vodka.87 In launching its new “Dragon
Berry” flavored rum, Bacardi was
“putting its hopes on African-American
and Hispanic males ages 25-34, based
on their unique flavor palate,” said a
spokesperson for the spirits company.
Mobile marketing was a critical
component for the marketing effort:
“Consumers can text ‘dragon’ to a
mobile number to access a mobile site
that lists various dragon berry drink
recipes.” "Digital is the way to go right
now," explained the rum’s brand director.
"We not only need to reach the consumer
in the store, but before they even walk into the store." In addition to encouraging
“direct texting to consumers to share various Dragon Berry drink recipes,” the
campaign also included Facebook and other social marketing strategies.”88

•

Since 2007, Heineken has worked with BlackPlanet.com, which bills itself as
“the largest Black community online.”89 It developed a “music search contest”
on the site in order to “drive trial and awareness” of its Premium Light brand
among “progressive domestic light-beer drinkers.” Heineken also created a
“Member Choice Awards” on the BlackPlanet site, drawing nearly a million
visitors in a month. Heineken was added as a “friend” by many of the site’s users
as well.90 Heineken’s senior brand manager expressed satisfaction with the
campaign’s results, explaining, "This was a targeted audience who had opted to
receive messages from the brand."91 Heineken has developed a wide-ranging
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music service online—heinekenredstarsoul.com—using a very video-enriched
Web site, with connections to Facebook, MySpace, and YouTube. The site offers
access to artists, events, and a sweepstakes (which helps with data
collection).92 Dos Equis used mobile marketing, an online photo application, and
events marketing in a recent campaign focused on Cinco de Mayo.93 Miller has
worked with Yahoo and Telemundo to help drive users to its Millerlitelatino site.94
•

Jack Daniels created a StarMedia Lounge site to “bring the latest in
entertainment and cocktails to the Hispanic audience online.” The site targets
“the more than 24 million Spanish-speakers” online and has local branches in
Los Angeles, Miami, and New York (as well as in Spanish-speaking countries,
such as Mexico).95

These campaigns represent but a few examples of how alcohol companies are
integrating engagement and data collection in 360 degree strategies to reach target
markets across social media, online video, mobile, and immersive platforms.

Conclusion
Digital marketing is by its nature engaging, as our report illustrates, and
therefore the consequences of interacting with products and brands in
cyberspace might be even more profound than the known risks of exposure to
traditional alcohol marketing. Public health advocates and governments are
concerned and have been tracking these developments, but there hasn’t been
the kind of intense public debate about whether the new techniques are
acceptable, particularly when the digital realm is so heavily trafficked by young
people.96 That debate, moreover, should be informed by analyses of how alcohol
beverage digital campaigns and Web sites are designed to attract youth,
promote user engagement, and convert curious lurkers into brand-committed
users. Recent research on adolescent brain development suggests that this age
group may be more susceptible to some of the new features of interactive than
they are to more traditional forms of advertising.97 (See Appendix B.)
Online marketing has already become a highly diverse and complicated field—
providing new challenges to the public’s health. There is a growing body of research
on the nature and potential impact of contemporary marketing practices involving
interactive media.98 But the online advertising sector has largely evolved without
significant public analysis or regulatory oversight. It is essential that advocates, public
health researchers, and regulators begin carefully tracking and analyzing the digital
marketing of alcohol products, especially as it relates to their use by youth.
Self-regulation and Regulation
Alcohol advertising operates under a voluntary industry self-regulatory regime, with
oversight and review by federal regulatory agencies. These voluntary codes are
primarily implemented by the two major trade associations covering the two largest
segments of the industry. The codes have been revised over the years in response to
consumer group pressure and government scrutiny. The Distilled Spirits Council of
the U.S. (DISCUS) 2009 “Code Of Responsible Practices for Beverage Alcohol
Advertising and Marketing” covers “the Internet and any other on-line
communications,” including the use of “product placement” in video games. Its
provisions require that alcohol advertising and marketing be placed in “broadcast,
cable, radio, print, and internet/digital communications only where at least 70
percent of the audience is reasonably expected to be above the legal purchase age”
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(using “reliable, up-to-date audience composition data” from such services as
comScore or Nielsen Online). DISCUS-member “controlled beverage alcohol
advertising and marketing Web sites” are required to have “age affirmation
mechanisms, utilizing month, day and year,” and “contain a reminder of the legal
purchase age.”99 DISCUS sites are also required to provide links to a “responsible
decision-making site,” and that “Web sites that contain downloadable advertising or
marketing content should include instructions to individuals downloading the content
that they should not forward these materials to individuals below the legal purchase
age and also should include on the downloadable content a responsible drinking
statement where practicable.” Tobacco control advocates have warned that
marketing emphasizing the “adult-only” nature of the product serves to entice young
people rather than repel them.100
The Beer Institute’s revised “Advertising and Marketing Code” was released in
January 2006, and applies to “all brewer advertising and marketing materials,
including Internet and cyberspace media.” The code addresses how beer marketing
content can be portrayed, including that “humor, parody, satire, and all other
advertising themes and devices should be readily identifiable as such by reasonable
adults of legal drinking age.” Like DISCUS, the Beer Institute code requires placement
of marketing and advertising in media where “at least 70% of the audience is
expected to be adults of legal drinking age.”101 The Beer Institute’s placement rules
rely on the use of Internet measurement methodologies similar to those of DISCUS.
In 2008, the Federal Trade Commission released the third in a series of reviews of
alcohol industry self-regulation and advertising practices. The study relied on public
comments, interviews with stakeholders, and data on advertising expenditures
(primarily in measured media) by 12 of the major alcohol suppliers in 2005. In its
report the FTC commended the industry for complying with its own self-regulatory
codes. It also found that only 2% of expenditures were targeted at “other efforts, such
as Internet advertising, other digital promotions, and product placement.” But
focusing on such expenditures fails to take into account the cost-effectiveness of
digital marketing, which can leverage small amounts of money into campaigns
capable of maximizing reach exponentially. Since companies are now enlisting their
consumers to be “brand ambassadors” by sharing video and posting to social
networks like Facebook, exposures is a more accurate metric for determining digital
alcohol marketing’s reach than expenditures. The FTC acknowledged that digital
advertising “is likely to grow in importance over the coming years,” urging the industry
to expand its age-screening and verification processes into new digital areas “such
as email and mobile marketing.”102
A number of online marketers, such as Google, Facebook, and AOL, have adopted
their own self-regulatory codes, including rules regarding alcohol marketing.103 In
November 2008, for example, Facebook announced policies so that “applications
can now contain content promoting, facilitating, or referencing the sale of alcoholic
beverages—content that was previously prohibited.…”104 Advertisers “referencing,
facilitating, promoting or using liquor, beer, wine or other alcoholic beverages” are
required to use Facebook’s “Demographic Restrictions feature,” which enables age
and location targeting (and is based on the information the social network’s members
provide in their profiles).105 (Brands such as Miller and Absolut began using
Facebook’s demographic restriction feature for marketing when it was first
announced in August 2008.)106 The most recent Facebook policies for alcoholic
beverage ads, revised in April 2010, included a stipulation that,”[A]ds must be
targeted to people 21 years or older in the U.S…. In the case where a user's age
cannot be determined, the ad cannot be displayed to the user in question. (Does not
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apply to applications on Facebook Platform.)”107 YouTube also permits advertising
“for all types of alcohol” in accordance with local law. A number of major alcoholic
beverage companies have used the leading online video site to run commercials and
other campaigns.108
The Limits of Age Verification
Although social networks such as Facebook claim they are able to restrict alcohol
ads from reaching under-age youth, their mechanisms for age verification are, at best,
imprecise and faulty. While the FTC has urged “Suppliers who operate websites to
promote their brands …[to] use neutral age-entry screens, complemented by tracking
tools to prevent minors from back-clicking to change their birth date once they realize
that they have been blocked from an alcohol company website based on their age,”
there is little evidence that many companies have implemented this practice.109
Facebook’s Advertising Guidelines, for example, include a requirement that alcoholic
beverage advertisers restrict their ads to users who are of legal age for drinking,
relying on the birthdates provided in Facebook member profiles. If a user’s age cannot
be determined, alcohol advertisers are supposed to restrict access by that user.110
Thus Jack Daniel’s “Give A Toast” application on Facebook, “analyzes a user’s
Facebook friend list, uses their profiles to automatically screen out any friends under
21, and identifies friends to toast based on their profile information or activities on the
network.” It then can automatically rank the friends “into seven categories based on
their data: social friend, photogenic friend, musical friend, mysterious friend, allaround friend, active friend or interesting friend.”111
The fluid nature of the digital marketing landscape, however, makes it particularly
difficult to cordon off specific forms of marketing, especially viral campaigns that are
designed to spread themselves broadly through the social graph, and which are often
transmitted by community members rather than the company that initiated the
campaign. A recent study by the Marin Institute, moreover, found that online ageverification mechanisms worked only about half the time. “Facebook users of all
ages,” the report notes, “could become fans, view photos of individuals consuming
alcohol, post and read comments, and receive updates.”112
As 21 state attorneys general wrote in 2007, in a letter criticizing Anheuser-Busch’s
age verification system for Bud.TV, “… since you are creating the programming and
controlling the internet-based network, not just advertising on it, you have a higher
responsibility to ensure that youth are not exposed to the marketing on your site. We
fail to see how your use of age verification on the Bud.tv site is a genuine attempt to
keep youth from accessing the site’s content.”113 Alcoholic beverage companies will
likely be expanding their role producing and packaging a wide range of content,
especially online. This amplifies the need for alcohol marketers to work with public
health experts, policymakers, and other interested parties to reexamine how age is
currently verified online.
Federal and state policymakers, including the Federal Trade Commission and the
Food and Drug Administration, have only recently begun to examine the impact of
interactive marketing on consumers. The principal focus at the FTC and in Congress
has been the impact on personal privacy of commercial data collection policies,
especially behavioral targeting.114 The FDA’s recent inquiries into Internet-related
marketing of drugs and health products illustrate the growing interest of some
regulators in the impact of digital marketing practices on health.115 Alcohol marketers
are relying on a flawed system of self-regulation, including an age-verification system
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that in many cases is easy to circumvent. Given the array of techniques that appeal to
young people, a more comprehensive research effort is now required to assess the
scope and nature of digital marketing of alcohol products and their appeal and use by
underage youth.

Recommendations
1) The Federal Trade Commission and state attorneys general should investigate
the data collection, online profiling, and targeting practices of alcohol beverage
companies online, including social media data-mining technologies. The FTC and
other regulators need to determine whether alcohol beverage ad targeting is
reaching specific young people and their networks, providing a complete picture
of the industry’s online data collection practices—including whether their privacy
policies are accurate. This study should include an examination of Facebook,
Google, and YouTube.
2) The Federal Trade Commission should collect and publish annually expenditure
figures and exposure metrics by leading alcohol companies in the major realms
of digital media and advertising, to include social media, online video, mobile
campaigns, and immersive environments, a simple extension of what the
commission is already doing regarding tobacco marketing expenditures.
3) The Federal Trade Commission and state attorneys general should investigate
the techniques being used to create ads that are designed to foster “immersive”
and subconscious messages, including the use of neuromarketing-related
techniques designed to influence or measure subconscious responses.
4) The Federal Trade Commission should investigate the adequacy of ageverification mechanisms in the context of contemporary digital marketing of
alcohol brands.
5) Alcohol industry self-regulatory codes should be strengthened to explicitly ban
the collection of psychographic information on underage users of any Web site,
whether controlled by alcohol marketers or not.
6) Alcohol companies and trade associations should be required to publish annual
“transparency reports” of what they are doing in digital and virtual marketing,
including search engine marketing (e.g., search terms used, work done on socalled organic search optimization), what data they are collecting about Internet
users, and how they are using those data. If these cannot be placed in the public
domain for competitive reasons, they should be required to be filed annually with
the Federal Trade Commission, which should then summarize them and release
the summary results to the public.
7) As public health officials have advocated regarding traditional media (e.g., 20
state attorneys general, Institute of Medicine/National Research Council, Center
on Alcohol Marketing and Youth), alcohol companies should observe a 15
percent maximum youth audience standard, based on users ages 12 to 20 (the
group most at risk of underage drinking), for placing advertising in digital media.
(The January 2008 agreement between MySpace and 49 state attorneys
general to protect children online, including limitations on tobacco and alcohol
advertisements to those under 18 and 21, respectively, might serve as a model
in this regard.) 116
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Appendix A:
Health Implications of Marketing Alcohol
Alcohol is associated with liver cirrhosis, injuries, and violence along with 85,000
deaths annually in the U.S.117 The legal drinking age is 21, yet those underage are not
only able to obtain alcohol, but, indeed, many begin a lifelong habit of drinking in their
youth. In the U.S., 11 million youth drink alcohol; almost 19 percent of these are
considered binge drinkers and 6 percent are heavy drinkers.118 In 2007 the Surgeon
General issued a call to action to address underage drinking, warning that “alcohol
remains the most heavily abused substance by America’s youth.”119
One of the key factors that influences alcohol use among youth is product marketing.
The alcohol industry spends enormous sums on marketing in the U.S. In 2005, the
alcohol industry spent $2 billion—or a quarter of a million dollars every hour, every
day—on measured media alone.120 A study of the effects of youth exposure to alcohol
advertising in print, radio, television and outdoors found that the advertising
contributed to “increased drinking among youth.”121 A recent review of 13
longitudinal studies concludes that alcohol advertising and promotion “increased the
likelihood that adolescents will start to use alcohol, and to drink more if they are
already using alcohol.”122 Ongoing concern about youth exposure to alcohol
marketing has been reflected in the attention paid to self-regulation by the alcohol
industry by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in 1999, 2003 and 2008.
Many researchers have recognized the importance of understanding the effects of
alcohol promotions. Alcohol researchers have conducted content analyses, as well
as assessments of exposure to alcohol advertising in different contexts, including
magazines, radio, point-of-sale, and on television.123 Other studies have explored the
relationship between exposure to advertising, ownership of promotional items,
outdoor advertising near schools, and the effect of alcohol promotion on underage
drinking.124 Studies have also examined the target marketing of minority groups by
the alcohol industry.125 One longitudinal study found that alcohol advertising exposure
on television, radio, magazines and billboards among youth ages 15-26 increased
youth drinking.126 A unique feature of this study was the authors’ assessment of
exposure, a combination of participant recall of alcohol advertising and the per-capita
alcohol advertising spending in markets throughout the U.S. The authors determined
that “youth who lived in markets with more alcohol advertising drank more, increased
their drinking levels more over time, and continued to increase drinking levels into
their late 20s.”127 This finding is of particular relevance in light of interactive digital
marketing, as it reveals that the higher the level of psychological engagement, the
bigger the impact. Digital marketing is by its nature engaging, as our report illustrates,
and therefore the consequences of interacting with products and brands in
cyberspace might be even more profound than the known risks of exposure to
traditional marketing. This may be in part because marketers expect consumers to
spend more time with digital marketing than they do with traditional advertising.128
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Appendix B:
Adolescent Brain Development
Implications for Digital Marketing
Excerpted from F. M. Leslie, L. J. Levine, S. E. Loughlin, and C. Pechmann,
“Adolescents’ Psychological & Neurobiological Development: Implications for Digital
Marketing,” Memo prepared for the Second NPLAN/BMSG Meeting on Digital Media
and Marketing to Children, Berkeley, CA, June 29-30, 2009. Download the memo
from http://digitalads.org/reports.php.
Adolescence is a unique developmental period that is characterized by noveltyseeking, impulsivity, social adaptation, emotionality and risky behavior. Research
shows that relative to adults and children, adolescents experience heightened
emotional arousal and that when they are emotionally aroused they are prone to
making poor decisions, especially in terms of overweighting benefits versus costs,
and in terms of consuming risky adult-only products such as cigarettes and alcohol.
Digital marketing evokes emotional arousal and encourages adolescents to make
important consumption decisions under high arousal, particularly decisions about
benefits versus costs and adult-only products. Thus digital marketing exacerbates
adolescents’ already high risk of making poor consumption decisions.
Digital marketing is predominantly social or peer-to-peer and research shows that
these are precisely the types of circumstances that evoke high emotional arousal
among adolescents.
Moreover, while emotionality reach peak levels in adolescence, the skills needed to
control these impulses are in short supply. Such skills do not develop with the onset
of puberty but rather improve gradually with age and experience.
This may be because the prefrontal cortex/amygdala/ventral striatum triad which
comprises the “shopping center” of the brain is immature among adolescents and
causes them to overvalue rewards and benefits and to underestimate risks and
costs. In other words, the shopping center of the brain should be used to make
rational tradeoffs between benefits and costs, and both the ventral striatum and the
prefrontal cortex should be involved in tradeoff analysis. However, these areas and
particularly the balance between prefrontal cortex and striatal regions are immature in
adolescence. Whereas adults rely on a sophisticated interplay between multiple brain
structures to make risk/return tradeoffs, this is simply unavailable to adolescents.
Research has also been conducted on adolescents’ marketing susceptibility. It
suggests that adolescents are generally knowledgeable about marketers’ persuasive
motives and tactics and can be taught to protect themselves and resist marketing.
Nonetheless, adolescents seem to be more vulnerable to at least some forms of
marketing than either adults or children. Many adolescents are uncertain about their
ability to transition to adult status and have considerable self-doubt; as a result, they
look to advertising models to identify adult-only products and activities that will help
them to project a more mature and positive self image and to boost their self esteem.
The research on adolescent psychological and neurobiological development indicates
that adolescents are more prone to making poor decisions when emotionally
aroused. Since digital marketing purposefully evokes high emotional arousal and
urges adolescents to make consumption decisions under high arousal, it likely
exacerbates this problem.
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